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A B S T R A C T   

Maintenance support service network (MSSN) is used to provide maintenance services and maintain the oper-
ational status of equipment. However, the performance of MSSN has been significantly influenced by inevitable 
disturbance, which makes it vital to maintain its robustness. Existing research on robustness of MSSN mainly 
focuses on single-layer rather than two-layer network, which imposes constraints on the disturbances and limits 
its application. To solve these issues, this study develops a two-layer MSSN, consisting of a directed entity-layer 
and an undirected cyber-layer focusing on supporting maintenance service. A definition of robustness for two- 
layer MSSN is proposed, and effect propagation models are established to evaluate its robustness of MSSN, 
followed by its improvement strategies. In particular, two strategies applied in the single-layer MSSN are 
modified to adapt to the two-layer MSSN, and a novel greedy partnership building approach is proposed to find 
an optimal strategy under cascading failure, to maintain the robustness of MSSN from a complex network 
perspective. Finally, numerical examples are presented to illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed approach.   

1. Introduction 

Maintenance support service network (MSSN) consists of service 
providers, customers and maintenance resources [1]. The aim of MSSN 
is to provide maintenance services and maintain the operational status 
of equipment. Current researchers construct MSSN as a single-layer 
network. However, due to the advances of information technology, 
equipment interactions appear in the form of both maintenance re-
sources sharing and information transfer, which cannot be described by 
a single-layer MSSN. Hence, MSSN is gradually expanded into two-layer 
networks: an entity-layer network and a cyber-layer network. When 
layers are coupled, this enhances the function of MSSN but, reduces its 
robustness [2]. Some disturbances (e.g., maintenance requirement un-
certainty, policy changes etc.) [3] may cause interruption in the 
entity-layer network, simultaneously affecting the coupled nodes in the 
cyber-layer network [4,5]. Hence, maintaining the robustness of MSSN 
is a significant task. In this study, we study the robustness of MSSN in 
terms of its attributes, evaluation and improvement. Attributes of 
robustness limit the scope of analysis, and it also leads to the evaluation 
model. Then, corresponding optimization approach is employed to 
improve the robustness of MSSN. 

In the past decade, several efforts have been paid to investigate the 
robustness of MSSN. In work on robustness attributes, Fernandez and 
Marquez [6] focused on the service providers in a distributed mainte-
nance network, and established a framework to maintain the ability of 
network. Since then, other attributes have been considered, including 
service cost [1], response speed [7], resource tightness [8], service 
duration [9] and geographical factors [10,11]. However, they only focus 
on the entity-layer attributes, instead of cyber-layer attributes (e.g., 
centrality, risk load etc.). 

In work on robustness evaluation, Manzano et al. [12] designed a 
new robustness measure, namely endurance, to quantify the level of 
robustness under various failure scenarios in maintenance service 
network. Liang et al. [1] proposed a quantitative method to evaluate 
robustness from dimensions of structure and performance. Almaktoom 
et al. [3] studied the interactions and impacts between connected fac-
tories, and proposed a novel robustness evaluation method of service 
level rates. More approaches to the evaluation of robustness can be 
found in [8,10,13,14,15]. Current approaches consider the consequence 
of the effect of propagation in a single-layer network. However, as 
mentioned above, with coupled connections, a disturbance in one 
network will affect the other, making effects propagate across two-layer 
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MSSN. 
Finally, work on improving robustness of MSSN can be divided into 

three types: 1) protection of critical nodes [4,13,16], 2) restoration of 
nodes [14,17,18], and 3) link addition [19,20,21]. They all enhance 
system robustness, but suffer several problems. Although protecting 
critical nodes improves system robustness by adding redundancy, it also 
increases operation and inventory costs of enterprises. Restoration of 
nodes and link addition approaches improve network robustness by 
allocating external and internal maintenance resources, respectively. 
However, the two approaches are designed for single-layer networks and 
cannot be directly applied on two-layer MSSN to obtain optimal results. 

To solve these issues, we first develop a two-layer model composed of 
a directed entity-layer and an undirected cyber-layer focusing on sup-
porting maintenance service. Then, a definition of robustness for the 
two-layer MSSN is proposed from four perspectives: ability, function-
ality, specified disturbance and specified time period. Second, we build 
two effect propagation models for the entity/cyber-layers and another 
propagation model for the two layers. Based on these models, we pro-
pose an evaluation approach in terms of robustness for MSSN. Third, 
after comparing two modified robustness improvement strategies, we 
propose a novel greedy partnership building approach to improve 
robustness of the two-layer MSSN. By quantifying the degree of positive/ 
negative deviations as the main characteristic of coupled nodes, the 
greedy approach can be used to find an optimal strategy to maintain the 
initial ability of MSSN, and thus minimize the consequences from a 
complex network perspective. Finally, we verify the effectiveness of the 
greedy approach using numerical examples. The results show that the 
proposed greedy approach is superior to other approaches in improving 
the robustness of MSSN. The expected contributions of this study are: (1) 
introduction of a modified two-layer network model to describe and 
evaluate the robustness of MSSN; and (2) presentation of a novel part-
nership building optimization approach to improve the robustness of 
two-layer MSSN. 

The rest of the article is organized as follows. Section 2 firstly gives 
the definition of MSSN robustness and explains the attributes of two- 
layer networks. Section 3 proposes the effect propagation models of 
inter/intra networks and introduces the approach to evaluate the 
robustness of two-layer MSSN. Section 4 modifies two existing ap-
proaches and proposes a greedy partnership building approach. Section 
5 includes numerical examples and analyzes the characteristics of 
MSSN. Finally, some conclusions are provided in Section 6.  

Notation Description Notation Description 
MSSN Maintenance support 

service network 
G  Current relative size of 

the giant component 
Oni

e  
Output capability of 
service for node ni

e in 
entity network  

MRBS Modified random 
building strategy 

Ini
e  Input service for node ni

e 
in entity network  

Φ(ni1
e ) A set of connectable 

nodes for node ni1
e  

si1 i2
e  A decision variable 

which describes the edge 
from node ni1

e to ni2
e in 

entity network  

MLDBS Modified low degree 
building strategy 

hi1
e  Hierarchy number of 

node ni1
e  

〈k〉 Average degree of the 
coupled entity and 
cyber networks 

hmax  Maximum hierarchy 
number of entity network 

η1/η2  Coefficients of 
negative/positive 
deviation respectively 

nj1
c  Node j1 in cyber layer  negativemax/

positivemax  

Maximum deviation 
values of all nodes in 
entity and cyber 
network. 

sj1 j2
c  A decision variable 

which describes the edge 
from node nj1

c to nj2
c in 

cyber network  

deviationi ↔ j
Ne ↔ Nc  

Deviation of coupled 
nodes Ne and Nc  

Θ  Constant output capacity xn  State of the nth particle 
Omax  xnd  

(continued on next column)  

(continued ) 

Maximum output 
capacity of nodes 

The value of d- 
dimension of nth 
particle 

Othreshold
ni

e  
Minimum output 
capacity threshold of 
node ni

e  

Num  Maximum number of 
particles 

α  A coefficient related to 
enterprise anti-risk 

velItersnd  Velocity in the dth 
dimension of particle n 
at the Itersth iteration 

Ini
e
(t) Input services of node ni

e 
at time points t  

xIters
nd  The position in the dth 

dimension of particle n 
at the Itersth iteration 

Γi  Set of neighboring nodes 
of node ni

e  

posbest
nd  The best historical 

position of particle n in 
the dth dimension 

kout
s (t0) Out degree of sth nodes 

at time point t0.  
posbest

d  The best position of the 
particle swarm in the 
dth dimension 

ljc  Random load for node j 
in cyber layer 

τ  The inertia coefficient 

lmax  Maximum load capacity 
of node nj

c in cyber layer  
c1/c2  Acceleration 

coefficients 
lnj

c
(t) Load of node nj

c at time 
point t  

τmax/τmin  Extreme values of τ  

Γj  Set of neighboring nodes 
of node nj

c  

Itersmax  Maximum iteration 
number 

ks(t0) Degree of the sth nodes at 
time point t0  

GPBS Greedy partnership 
building strategy 

dni
enj

c  
A decision variable 
which describes the edge 
from node ni

e to nj
c 

between two-layer 
networks  

BA Barabási-Albert scale- 
free network 

Ne/Nc  Number of nodes in 
entity network and cyber 
network, respectively 

ER Erdös-Rényi random 
network 

N′

e/N′

c  Number of survival nodes 
in entity network and 
cyber network, 
respectively, after 
cascading 

RL/AL/DL Random link/ 
Assortative link/ 
Disassortative link  

2. Attributes of robustness 

Maintenance support service network (MSSN) has gradually changed 
from chains to two-layer networks, and the relationships between en-
terprises in MSSN have taken on the characteristics of complex systems. 
It is therefore appropriate to apply complex network theory to study the 
robustness of MSSN. In this study, MSSN are divided into two coupled 
networks from a functional perspective: entity network and cyber 
network, which operate cooperatively to realize the function of MSSN. 
The entities related to maintenance support service are abstracted as 
nodes in the entity network. All parts related to communication, 
calculation and decision-making are abstracted as nodes in the cyber 
network. An enterprise is composed of this pair of coupled nodes. 

Taking an engine enterprise as an example, the main functions of the 
enterprise can be summarized as: 1) engine manufacturing and 2) pro-
vide maintenance support services to other enterprises who use the 
engines. The physical entities involved (including technical staff, hy-
draulic pump, maintenance toolbox/handbook, spare parts, etc.) are 
abstracted into one node in entity network. And the manufacturing 
process information, equipment failures, enterprise funds, customer 
demand information are abstracted into one node in cyber network. 
Both nodes are indispensable. The provision of maintenance resources in 
the entity-layer requires data support from the cyber-layer, and the 
connection in the cyber-layer will be meaningless without the delivery 
of maintenance resources from the entity-layer. The cooperative oper-
ation of two coupled nodes enables the enterprise to operate smoothly. 
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2.1. Structure of MSSN 

2.1.1. Entity network 
Entities in MSSN are often organized in a hierarchical form in real 

world, and the maintenance support services can be described as a 
directed network because of the diversity of products and complex 
maintenance relationships [22]. As shown in Fig. 1, entity parts of en-
terprises are abstracted as nodes, which mainly include all physical 
entities (human resource, spare parts, tools, maintenance equipment 
etc.) that related to maintenance, and edges are the direction of main-
tenance support services. Generally, downstream enterprises will take 
advantage of the equipment that provided by upstream enterprises to 
complete manufacturing tasks. And upstream enterprises will provide 
maintenance support services (corrective maintenance, preventive 
maintenance, or even predictive maintenance) to the downstream en-
terprises who make use of the equipment. In MSSN, the enterprises in 1st 

hierarchy are providers of raw equipment or material, who provide 
maintenance support services to downstream enterprises. And the en-
terprises in last hierarchy are end users of equipment/products who do 
not provide maintenance support services to any enterprises. 

Moreover, the nodes can be formal and informal. Formal nodes 
indicate authorized maintenance support service teams. Informal ones 
can be understood as crowdsourcing. This provides more opportunities 
for enterprises to recruit high-knowledge stakeholders to strengthen 
their maintenance support service quality [23]. Once the maintenance 
service demand of one node exceeds the output capabilities of original 
connections, it will request maintenance resources from other nodes 
(including formal nodes and informal nodes) in MSSN as a supplement. 

Depending on their input/output relationship, nodes in an entity 
network are divided into three classes: root, intermediate and leaf nodes.  

o Root nodes: These are initial nodes in the entity network, and they 
usually provide maintenance support services to customers directly. 
Each root node has a constant output capability of service (denoted 
by Oni

e
) without any input service. This means the root nodes will not 

breakdown due to insufficient services.  
o Intermediate nodes: These are middle nodes in the entity network. 

Each intermediate node needs the input service (denoted by Ini
e
) 

transmitted by upstream enterprises to maintain normal production 
operations. It also provides output capability (denoted by Oni

e
) to 

downstream enterprises.  
o Leaf nodes: These are end-users in the entity network. Each leaf node 

can receive the input service (denoted by Ini
e
) but has no output 

capability. 

According to the hierarchical structure and the actual situation of the 
entity network, a decision variable si1 i2

e is used to describe the edge of 
each node in the entity network: 

si1 i2
e =

{
1,

(
ni1

e , n
i2
e

)
∈ Entity − network

0, otherwise
(1)  

0 ≤ hi2
e − hi1

e ≤ 2(i2 ≤ hmax) (2)  

where si1 i2
e = 1 indicates the existence of a directed connection from 

node ni1
e to node ni2

e . Otherwise, si1 i2
e = 0. hi1

e is the hierarchy number of 
node ni1

e , and hmax is the maximum hierarchy number of the entity 
network. 

Regarding to Eq. (2), owing to the hierarchical characteristics of 
maintenance support services in real-world, an engine manufacturer 
enterprise will provide maintenance support service to a high-speed 
railway manufacturer enterprise when a hydraulic pump in the engine 
fails. And generally, the hydraulic pump enterprise will not provide the 
maintenance support service to the high-speed railway enterprise 
directly. 

2.1.2. Cyber network 
Because of the bi-directional nature of information flow, the cyber 

network is assumed to be undirected, as shown in Fig. 2. Some functions 
(communication, calculation and decision-making etc.) of enterprises 
are abstracted as nodes, and the edges in the cyber network represent 
external information exchange with other enterprises or entities. For 
example, downstream enterprises will request maintenance support 
services to upstream enterprises when some equipment broke down. 
Then, upstream enterprises will make a calculation according to the 
equipment failure status, work arrangements of technicians, storage of 
maintenance equipment and spare parts. And finally, upstream 

Fig. 1. Entity network in MSSN.  

Fig. 2. Cyber network in MSSN.  

Fig. 3. Information flow of maintenance with other entities.  
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enterprises will make a decision to assist downstream enterprises. Note 
that each node in Fig. 2 is dependent on its corresponding enterprise, 
and it represents partial functions (communication, calculation and 
decision-making etc.) of enterprises. The coupled node in entity network 
represents the associated physical entities (human resource, spare parts, 
tools, maintenance equipment etc.). 

As shown in Fig. 3, the left part represents the information interac-
tion within an enterprise, which may include some information of 
human resources, production, inventory, and fund etc. Meanwhile, each 
node in cyber network has connections with other enterprises by 
interacting necessary data, which includes raw material data, mainte-
nance support service data and customer demand data etc. to make the 
enterprise operate normally. These data provide support to the provision 
of maintenance resources in the entity layer. 

Unlike the entity network, the flow in the cyber network is described 
as the risk load [4], which regard as a kind of response to all possible 
risks (e.g., packet loss, transmission delay etc.) that an enterprise may 
meet. In the initial state of the network, enterprises will face their own 
operational risks (e.g., personnel management, data management etc.). 
These are inevitable risks. Besides, if external disturbances occur on one 
enterprise, other enterprises which connected to it will also be affected. 
The magnitude of its impact depends on the degree of dependence on the 
breakdown enterprise. Once the risk load exceeds the endurance, the 
nodes are unable to achieve the function. Regarding to an enterprise, the 
functions (communication, calculation and decision-making) are 
abstracted as one node (nj1

c ) in cyber network, and the node (nj1
c ) will 

work normally if all the data interactions are successfully with other 
enterprises. If a neighbored enterprise node (nj2

c ) breaks down for a 
specific reason (unable to transfer data, transmission delay etc.), the 
node nj1

c will also be affected. Node nj1
c may postpone the decision time 

due to the delay of data from node nj2
c , or even unable for calculation and 

decision due to the lack of data support. It means that node nj1
c will have 

a higher risk if the neighbored node nj2
c breaks down. 

As for the cyber network, a decision variable sj1 j2
c is used to describe 

the edge of each node in the cyber network: 

sj1 j2
c =

{
1,

(
nj1

c , nj2
c

)
∈ Cyber − network

0, otherwise
(3)  

where sj1 j2
c = 1 indicates that a directed connection from node nj1

c to nj2
c 

exists. Otherwise, sj1 j2
c = 0. 

2.2. Robustness of MSSN 

The general definition of robustness is defined as: the ability to 
maintain its initial functions. However, the definitions of robustness 
have significant difference in various domains [24,25]. Regarding to 
robustness of structures, it is defined as: ability of a structure not to be 
damaged by events like fire, explosions, impact or human errors to an 
extent disproportional to the original cause; Regarding to road net-
works, it is defined as: extent to which, under pre-specified circum-
stances, a network is able to maintain the function for which it was 
originally intended. These definitions represent different robustness 
considerations. The purpose of this section is to give a clear definition of 
the robustness for two-layer MSSN, and it limits the scope and bounds of 
the robustness studied in this study through four perspectives. It will 
also provide a guideline for researchers to have further study in this 
area. 

To evaluate and improve the robustness of two-layer MSSN, a defi-
nition of the robustness for two-layer MSSN is proposed, which is “the 
ability to maintain its initial characteristics of two-layer MSSN in the case of 
specific disturbance events for a specified time period”. In the following 
sections, we break this definition down into its four key elements: 
ability, functionality, specified disturbances, and specified time period. 

The basic definition with the following four key elements constructs the 
complete consideration of robustness for two-layer MSSN. 

2.2.1. Ability 
Ability can be evaluated to get a comprehensive measurement, and it 

is affected by functionality, specified disturbances, and time period. This 
requires knowledge of statistics, maintenance, quality, mechanics, etc. 

2.2.2. Functionality 
The basic function of two-layer MSSN is to provide maintenance 

services and maintain the operational status of equipment. In this case, 
the entity-layer and cyber-layer need to work cooperatively to achieve 
the functionality. The acceptable level of functionality for two-layer 
MSSN should be decided by stakeholders, customers, etc. It can be 
various forms, e.g. the connectivity of networks, node integrity, main-
tenance resource delays, etc. 

2.2.3. Specified disturbances 
In this study, disturbances refer to “unfavorable conditions” trig-

gering uncertainty about the ability to maintain functionality at an 
acceptable level. Some common disturbances include the uncertainty of 
maintenance requirements, policy changes, extreme weather, unavail-
ability of nodes, etc. 

2.2.4. Specified time period 
The enterprise should obtain the required resources (human re-

sources, spare parts, maintenance facilities, necessary information etc.) 
within a certain period of time. If this does not happen, the enterprise 
will be considered as a malfunction. 

3. Evaluation of robustness 

Maintenance support services have a direct effect on the function-
ality of enterprises. Insufficient maintenance services will cause a 
decline in production capacity or even a breakdown. This section dis-
cusses effect propagation models for inter/intra networks and explains 
the robustness evaluation of two-layer maintenance support service 
network (MSSN) under disturbances. 

3.1. Cascading effect propagation model 

3.1.1. Propagation model in entity network 
Based on the discussion in Section 2.1, in the entity network, the root 

nodes are assumed to initially work with the output capacity Oni
e
= Θ, 

where Θ is a constant and limited by the scale and maintenance support 
service capabilities of enterprises. Each intermediate node is assumed to 
initially work under a random output capacity Othreshold

ni
e

≤ Oni
e
≤ Omax, 

where Omax = Θ represents the maximum output capacity of nodes, and 
Othreshold

ni
e 

is the minimum output capacity threshold of node ni
e. Once 

Oni
e
≤ Othreshold

ni
e

, node ni
e will break down. Each leaf node is assumed to 

work under a random input service. Once the input service is lower than 
threshold, the leaf node will break down. 

To characterize the effect of propagation in the entity network, the 
input service and output capacity are normalized into [0,1], to describe 
the capability of completing the established function. The relationship 
can be written as: 

Oni
e
= 1 − exp

(
− αni

e
Ini

e

)
(4)  

where Ini
e 

is the input service of node ni
e, and coefficient αni

e
(αni

e
> 0) is a 

tuning parameter between the input service and output capability of 
node ni

e, which is utilized to describe the ability of enterprise anti-risk. 
Generally, the ability to resist disturbance of enterprise can be esti-
mated by masses of factors such as investment environment, govern-
ment policy, market competition, production capacity, inventory level 
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etc. To simplify the issue without losing generality, we take a random αni
e 

to describe the capability of anti-risk for node ni
e. 

The normal status of intermediate and leaf nodes is based on the 
premise that the nodes can get the corresponding input services. If nodes 
fail in a directed entity network, the decrement of their input services 
will be propagated to their neighbor nodes ni

e. Hence, the output ca-
pacity of ni

e is as follows: 

Ini
e
(t) = Ini

e
(t0) −

∑s∈Γi

s

Ons
e

kout
s (t0)

(5)  

Oni
e
(t) = exp

(
− αni

e
Ini

e
(t)
)

= exp

(

− αni
e

(

Ini
e
(t0) −

∑s∈Γi

s

Ons
e

kout
s (t0)

)) (6)  

where Ini
e
(t) and Ini

e
(t0) are the input services of node ni

e at time points t 
and t0, respectively. Ons

e is the decrement of input service of the sth 
failure node that is neighbored with node ni

e. Γi is the set of failed 
neighboring nodes of node ni

e. kout
s (t0)is the out degree of sth node at time 

point t0. The process of effect propagation is shown in Fig. 4. 

3.1.2. Propagation model in cyber network 
The disturbances in the cyber network will also bring risks and 

challenges to robustness. Owing to internal and external disturbances, 
some enterprises may break down. The manufacturing process of sur-
vived enterprises will be affected by the risks (e.g., packet loss, trans-
mission delay etc.), which be brought by the breakdown of enterprises. 
In this study, we regard the spread of risk as a process of effect propa-
gation, and implement a cascading overload model [4, 14, 26] to 
characterize the risk redistribution after additional disturbances are 
imposed on the cyber network. 

Each node in the cyber network is assumed to initially work under a 
random load ljc ≤ lmax, where lmax represents the threshold of load ca-
pacity of node nj

c, and it is a constant with the limitation of cost con-
straints. Once the load exceeds threshold lmax, the node fails, and the risk 
load will be propagated via undirected connectivity links. The current 
risk load of neighbor node nj

c can be described as: 

lnj
c
(t) = lnj

c
(t0) +

∑s∈Γj

s

ls

ks(t0)
(7)  

where lnj
c
(t)and lnj

c
(t0) represent the load of node nj

c at time points t and 
t0, respectively. ls represents the load of the sth failure node that is 
neighbored with node nj

c. Γj is the set of failed neighboring nodes of node 
nj

c. ks(t0) is the degree of the sth nodes at time point t0. If lnj
c
(t) ≤ lmax, the 

propagation process stops; otherwise the risk load lnj
c
(t) will be 

propagated to other survived neighbor nodes via undirected connec-
tivity links continuously. The process of failure propagation is shown in 
Fig. 5. 

3.1.3. Propagation model for two-layer networks 
Generally, in two-layer MSSN, the cyber network is in charge of 

receiving and transmitting data between enterprises, and calculating 
and making decisions for current processed based on relevant informa-
tion. Once nodes in the cyber network break down because of a specific 
disturbance, the coupled nodes in the entity network will stop working 
because of the lack of data support. Similarly, if nodes in the entity 
network break down, the coupled nodes in the cyber network will also 
stop working because of a lack of actual enterprise entities. Hence, two- 
layer MSSN may be more vulnerable than single networks, and the 
interdependent relationships can cause the transmission of domino-like 
disruptions throughout the MSSN [27]. 

To analyze the effect of propagation in two-layer MSSN, we assume 
each node in the entity network is randomly connected with one node in 
the cyber network and vice versa. Decision variable dni

en
j
c 

illustrates the 
interdependent relations between the networks: 

dni
enj

c
=

{
1, ni

e − dependency − on − nj
c

0, otherwise
(8) 

There are two ways to determine the breakdown of nodes:  

o If node ni
e of the entity network breaks down because of the failure or 

attack, the coupled node nj
c in the cyber network will stop working as 

well. Thus, the interdependent relationship between coupled nodes 
can be described as a bidirectional link ni

e ↔ nj
c.  

o If the node is not included in the mutually connected clusters, the 
node cannot be potentially functional. 

To explain the process of effect propagation in MSSN, we consider 
two sub-networks with the same number of nodes, and show the pro-
cesses of cascading failure in Fig. 6. 

Stage 1: This is the initial status of MSSN. Each sub-network has the 
same nodes with one-to-one correspondence. The connectivity links 
in the entity network are directed, and those in the cyber network are 
undirected. 
Stage 2: Node n4

e is removed from the entity network, and all links 
connected to it are removed (Fig. 6-stage 2). 
Stage 3: Because of the dependence links between networks, all 
nodes in the cyber network that are connected to the removed node 
in the entity network are also removed (Fig. 6-stage 3). Any n4

c -links 

Fig. 4. Effect propagation in directed entity network.  

Fig. 5. Effect propagation in undirected cyber network.  
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connected to the removed cyber network-nodes are then removed as 
well. 
Stage 4: Because nodes n2

c and n6
c have no connectivity with other 

nodes in cyber network, the two nodes have to be removed from the 
network. The coupled nodes in entity network also should be 
removed simultaneously (Fig. 6-stage 4). 
Stage 5: This process is continued iteratively until an equilibrium is 
finally obtained. The interdependent network can be displayed as 
Fig. 6-stage 5. 

3.2. Robustness metrics 

According to the robustness definition of two-layer MSSN in Section 
2.2, the functionality is defined as the connectivity of networks, to 
provide maintenance services and maintain the operational status of 
equipment. Disturbances (maintenance requirement uncertainty, policy 
changes etc.) are considered in this study, which may lead to a decline in 
collaboration among services, causing a disruption in partnerships and a 
loss of functions. Without constraint of time period, the robustness 
performance of MSSN is evaluated by the current relative size of the 
giant component G. Note that the robustness value is normalized over 
the interval [0,1], where G = 0 represents the non-existence of robust-
ness, and G = 1 is correlated to the maximum possible degree of 
robustness. The robustness metrics of MSSN can be described as: 

G =
N ′

e + N ′

c

Ne + Nc
(9)  

where Ne and Nc are the number of nodes in the entity network and 
cyber network, respectively, and N′

e and N′

c are the number of survival 
nodes in the entity network and the cyber network, respectively, after 
cascading. 

4. Improvement of robustness 

We propose a novel greedy partnership building approach to main-
tain robustness. Based on the complex structure shown in Section 2, 
building a partnership with other enterprises with corresponding ca-
pabilities (maintenance resources, level of expertise etc.) is an effective 
way to resist disturbances. From a complex system standpoint, building 
partnership between enterprises is equivalent to adding a link between 
two nodes in maintenance support service network (MSSN). Due to the 
reason of cost, only one partnership can be built between enterprises 
when the maintenance requirement cannot be met. Other factors such as 
the importance of nodes/edges, residual capability of nodes/edges are 
not considered in this study. 

The connectivity link addition approach seems more flexible and 
practical than other approaches (removal or restoration of nodes) to 
improve robustness, especially with the numerous nodes of 
crowdsourcing. 

4.1. Modified current partnership building strategies 

Some partnership building strategies to improve the robustness of 
single-layer networks have been studied and verified [19,20,21]. How-
ever, for two-layer MSSN, establishing connections in the entity-layer or 
the cyber-layer is not enough to achieve partnership building between 
enterprises. The provision of maintenance resources in the entity-layer 
requires data support from the cyber-layer, and the connection in the 
cyber-layer will be meaningless without the delivery of maintenance 
resources from the entity-layer. Moreover, current strategies ignore the 
directionality and hierarchy limits of the entity-layer, and thus cannot 
be applied directly to MSSN. Hence, we propose the modification of two 
current partnership building strategies, random building strategy and 
low degree building strategy, for two-layer MSSN. The schematic 

Fig. 6. Effect propagation in two-layer networks.  

Fig. 7. Schematic diagrams of connectivity link addition strategies.  
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diagrams are shown in Fig. 7. Note that only partial coupling connec-
tions are marked in Fig. 7. The coupled nodes belong to an enterprise, 
wherein the node in entity network represent physical entities that 
related to maintenance, and the other node in cyber network represent 
some functions like communication, calculation and decision-making 
etc.  

o Strategy 1—Modified random building strategy (MRBS) 

Entity-network: At each step, choose the affected node ni1
e in the entity 

network. Then, search the connectable nodes of ni1
e , and establish a set of 

connectable nodes, denoted by Φ(ni1
e ). Finally, randomly choose one 

node ni2
e in set Φ(ni1

e ), and build a partnership between ni1
e and ni2

e . Self- 
loops and repetitive edges are not allowed. Note that the process of 
building partnership should be stopped if the connectable nodes don’t 
exist. 

Cyber-network: At each step, two nodes ni1
c and ni2

c (coupled with ni1
e 

and ni2
e ) are chosen, and a new partnership is established between them. 

Self-loops and repetitive edges are not allowed. 
Note that all the nodes have certain functions in the initial equilib-

rium state of MSSN. When a cascading failure occurs, the initial network 
cannot meet all maintenance requirements of nodes, and the nodes 
whose demands cannot be met will establish a connection to the nodes in 
set Φ(ni1

e ). The nodes in Φ(ni1
e ) include formal and informal nodes, and 

the crowdsourcing nodes (namely informal nodes) provide more op-
portunities to maintain the robustness when cascading failures occur on 
MSSN. Namely, we regard the formal nodes and informal nodes the same 
in the process of building partnership.  

o Strategy 2– Modified low degree building strategy (MLDBS) 

In a directed entity network, the degree of nodes can be classified as 
in-degree and out-degree. In-degree represents the number of enter-
prises that provide maintenance support services to the node. Out- 
degree means the number of enterprises to which the node will pro-
vide maintenance support services. The process of MLDBS is as follows. 

Entity-network: At each step, choose the affected node ni1
e in the entity 

network. Then, search the connectable nodes of ni1
e , and establish a set of 

connectable nodes, denoted by Φ(ni1
e ). Calculate and rank the out-degree 

of nodes in Φ(ni1
e ) in increasing order. Extract the node ni2

e in Φ(ni1
e ) with 

the lowest out-degree, and build a partnership between ni1
e and ni2

e . Self- 
loops and repetitive edges are not allowed. Note that the process of 
building partnership should be stopped if the connectable nodes don’t 
exist. 

Cyber-network: At each step, two nodes ni1
c and ni2

c (coupled with ni1
e 

and ni2
e ) are chosen, and a new partnership is established between the 

two nodes. Self-loops and repetitive edges are not allowed. 

4.2. Greedy partnership building approach 

Given the effect of coupled nodes discussed above, we use the posi-
tive and negative deviations from the average degree of networks as an 
index to optimize the robustness of MSSN. In this way, the greedy 
partnership building approach can provide an optimal strategy for en-
terprises to build connections with partners, and maintain the robust-
ness of MSSN. The procedures of the greedy partnership building 
approach are as follows: 

Step 1: Take a node ni
e in the entity network and its coupling node nj

c 

in cyber network. Compare the positive and negative deviations from 
the average degree of these networks: 

deviationi
e =

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎩

η1 ×

⃒
⃒ki

e − 〈k〉
⃒
⃒

negativemax
, ki

e < 〈k〉

η2 ×

⃒
⃒ki

e − 〈k〉
⃒
⃒

positivemax
, ki

e ≥ 〈k〉

(10)   

where ki
e is the degree of node ni

e in the entity network, 〈k〉 is the average 
degree of the coupled entity and cyber networks, η1 and η2 are the co-
efficients of negative/positive deviation respectively. negativemax and 
positivemax are the maximum deviation values of all nodes in the entity 
and cyber network. The deviation of coupled nodes can be described as: 

deviationi ↔ j
Ne ↔ Nc

= deviationi
e + deviationj

c (11)   

Step 2: Establish a set with Num particles, and set η1 and η2 randomly 
for each particle. Note that Num is the number of particles, which is 
usually set based on experience. A bigger Num implies that more 
particles can be used to search the solution space. It will improve the 
search capability of algorithm while it also consumes more time and 
computation resources. 

Besides, each particle is denoted by xn = {η1
n ,η2

n}, and xnd(n ≤ Num)

represents the value of d-dimension, where d ∈ {1, 2}. Get all the de-
viations of each node-pair by Eq. (11), and rank them into a decreasing 
queue. 

Step 3: Because of the directional feature of the entity-layer, the 
connectable range of nodes is reduced. Choose the affected node 
(denoted by ni1

e ) in the entity network and establish a set of nodes 
(denoted by Φ(ni1

e )) that allows connectivity. Rank the deviations of 
nodes in Φ(ni1

e ) in decreasing order. Add a link between node ni1
e and 

the node with highest deviation in Φ(ni1
e ) (denoted by ni2

e ). Self-loops 
and repetitive edges are not allowed. Besides, the process of building 
partnership should be stopped if the connectable nodes don’t exist. 

For the cyber-layer, add a link between nodes ni1
c and ni2

c (coupled 
with ni1

e and ni2
e ). Self-loops and repetitive edges are not allowed. 

Step 4: Evaluate the performance of cascading failure with the cur-
rent parameters of all particles, using G as the fitness function of 
particles. Since G represents the current relative size of the giant 
component in MSSN, the particle with maximum G is regarded as the 
optimum particle. Identify the optimum particle in the current set of 
particles and update the position of other particles in the solution 
space: 

velIters+1
nd = τ⋅velIters

nd + c1⋅
(
posbest

nd − xIters
nd

)
+ c2⋅

(
posbest

d − xIters
nd

)
(12)  

xIters+1
nd = xIters

nd + velIters+1
nd (13)   

where velItersnd is the velocity in the dth dimension of particle n at the 
Itersth iteration. xIters

nd is the position in the dth dimension of particle n at 
the Itersth iteration. posbest

nd is the best historical position of particle n in 
the dth dimension. posbest

d is the best position of the particle swarm in the 
dth dimension. τ is the inertia coefficient. c1, c2 are acceleration co-
efficients, where c1is the extent to which particles affect themselves, and 
c2 is the capability of sharing the information between particles. 

To improve the search performance of the algorithm, the inertia 
coefficient τ adopts an adjustment strategy that decreases linearly with 
the number of iterations. The value of inertia coefficient τ can be 
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expressed as follows: 

τ =
τmax − Iters⋅(τmax − τmin)

Itersmax
(14)  

where τmax and τmin are the extreme values of τ, and Iters is the current 
iterations. Return to step 3 until the maximum number of iterations 
Itersmax has been reached. 

Step 5: Output the optimum particle. 

Based on the greedy partnership building approach, the corre-
sponding strategy, named the greedy partnership building strategy 
(GPBS), can be described as follows:  

o Strategy 3—Greedy partnership building strategy (GPBS) 

Entity-network: At each step, choose the affected node ni1
e in the entity 

network. Then, search the connectable nodes of ni1
e , and establish a set of 

connectable nodes, denoted by Φ(ni1
e ). Calculate and rank the deviation 

of nodes in Φ(ni1
e ) in increasing order. Extract the node ni2

e in Φ(ni1
e ) with 

the lowest deviation, and build a partnership between ni1
e and ni2

e . Self- 
loops and repetitive edges are not allowed. 

Cyber-network: At each step, choose two nodes, ni1
c and ni2

c (coupled 
with ni1

e and ni2
e ), and establish a new partnership between them. Self- 

loops and repetitive edges are not allowed. 

5. Numerical examples 

Without loss of generality, we numerically simulate a randomly 
generated maintenance support service network (MSSN), and two 
classic types of networks (Barabási-Albert (BA) scale-free network and 
Erdös-Rényi (ER) random network) are adopted to build the network. 
The detailed process is as follows: 

Step 1: Build an ER network model for entity-layer, in which N =
1000 and a connecting probability equal to 0.004 [28]. Determine 
the type of cyber-layer network. If the cyber-layer is ER network, 
continue to Step 2. Otherwise, run to Step 3. 
Step 2: Build an ER network model for cyber-layer, in which N =
1000 and a connecting probability equal to 0.004. Skip to Step 4. 
Step 3: Build a BA scale-free network for cyber-layer network with N 
= 1000,m = 2,m0 = 4, average degree 〈k〉 ≈ 4 [29]. 
Step 4: Establish interdependencies between the entity-layer and 
cyber-layer, and generate a set of node pairs in entity-layer network. 

Step 5: Check the connection of coupled node pair in cyber-layer 
network. Assuming that there is a connected node pair (ni1

e and ni2
e ) 

in entity-layer. If there is no connection between nj1
c and nj2

c (coupled 
with node ni1

e and ni2
e , respectively) in cyber-layer, add a connection 

between them and delete a random connection in cyber-layer 
network. Note that the connection of node whose degree equal to 
one cannot be deleted. 
Step 6: End. 

To verify the effectiveness of the proposed approach, each simulation 
result is obtained by averaging the results of 20 randomly generated 
MSSN networks. And in each randomly generated MSSN network, 1000 
interdependencies are independently built. Moreover, 20 independent 
simulations are performed for each partnership building strategy. 

5.1. Robustness performance in various types of networks 

The proactive extension of maintenance support services will have a 
positive effect on the robustness of ER-ER and ER-BA MSSN during 
disturbance, and will dramatically improve their largest tolerance 
ability (Fig. 8 (a)-(b)). Note that the initial faulty nodes are chosen 
randomly in this section to simplify results without loss of generality. 

Compared to the MLDBS, the MRBS performance is unstable. It 

Fig. 8. Comparison of performance of various link addition strategies. (a) Entity-layer and cyber-layer are ER networks. (b) Entity-layer: ER network, Cyber-layer: 
BA network. 

Fig. 9. Comparison of performance of greedy strategy with ER-ER and ER- 
BA MSSN. 
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performs better when the proportion of faulty nodes is low, but shows a 
sharp decrease in performance when the proportion increases (Fig. 8 (a)- 
(b)). Moreover, although the performance of GPBS is similar to that of 
MLDBS when the proportion of faulty nodes is low, it shows an obvious 
advantage when the fraction of initial faulty nodes increases (Fig. 8 (a)- 
(b)). 

As shown in Fig. 9, ER-BA MSSN is a more vulnerable structure than 
an ER-ER MSSN (without link addition) since the BA network is not a 
homogeneous one. A few nodes have a large number of connections. 
Thus, failures can be enlarged in interdependent BA networks. 

5.2. Performance of various coupling modes 

To investigate robustness under various coupling modes, we apply 
three typical ways to establish two-layer MSSN (assortative link, dis-
assortative link, random link). Random link (RL) refers to randomly 
connecting a node in an entity network to one in a cyber network. In 

assortative links (ALs) high-out-degree (low-out-degree) nodes in an 
entity network link with high-out-degree (low-out-degree) nodes in a 
cyber network, and in disassortative links (DLs) high-out-degree nodes 
in an entity network link with low-out-degree nodes in a cyber network. 

We assume that the initial disturbance is added onto nodes 
randomly, and there is a clear difference in the performance of MSSN (i. 
e., with no building partnership) for different coupling modes, for both 
ER-ER and ER-BA networks (as shown in Fig. 10). In ER-ER networks, 
MSSN with a disassortative link are vulnerable. They completely 
collapse when the proportion of faulty node reaches 24% (Fig. 10 (a)- 
(c)). In ER-BA networks, the assortative link is the most fragile. 

When they are supported by various partnership building strategies, 
MSSN are more robust. Compared with other strategies, MRBS is un-
stable in various coupling modes, while the proposed GPBS achieves an 
obvious improvement over other strategies with various coupling 
modes. And MLDBS performs the same with GPBS when the proportion 
of faulty nodes is low (see Fig. 10 (a), (c) and (d)). Fig. 10 proves that the 

Fig. 10. Performance of various coupling modes. (a)-(c) Entity-layer and cyber-layer are ER networks. (d)-(f) Entity-layer: ER network, Cyber-layer: BA network.  
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MLDBS and GPBS are both effective ways to maintain robustness 
regardless of network types and coupling modes. However, GPBS is the 
first choice for network managers if MSSN are extremely disturbed 
because of uncertainty related to crowdsourcing nodes, natural di-
sasters, etc. 

5.3. Performance with various coupling strength 

Next, we investigate robustness of MSSN with various coupling 
strengths. The coupling strength is usually defined as the proportion of 
nodes that coupled with nodes in another layer of network [14]. 
Namely, if any node in entity network has the coupling node in cyber 
network, the coupling strength of MSSN is 100%. Fig. 11 shows the 
differences in ER-ER and ER-BA networks with various coupling 
strengths. Note that the initial faulty nodes are chosen randomly in this 
section to simplify results without loss of generality. 

As shown in Fig. 11 (a) and (c), the robustness of both ER-ER/ER-BA 
MSSN decreases with the increase of coupling strength, and the coupling 
mode DL has a more significant decrease ratio at 98.74%. In addition, by 
using GPBS, MSSN have better status with a smaller decrease ratio 
(around 14%), as seen in Fig. 11 (b) and (d). 

The robustness of a two-layer network (coupling strength=100%) is 
very different from that of a single network (coupling strength=0%), as 
shown in Fig. 11 (a) and (c). In a single network, network overload can 
only transfer through connectivity links to adjacent nodes, and the scale 
of cascading failure is limited in a specific range, so that the failure effect 
is restricted. In a two-layer network, interdependency links between two 
layers provide alternate paths for failure to cascade. This suggests the 
structure of two-layer MSSN needs to be considered when establishing 
cooperative relationships. 

5.4. Performance under targeted attack 

As a targeted attack is a main reason of cascading failure, we adopt a 

degree-based targeted attack to verify the performance of MSSN with the 
various partnership building strategies. With the parameters mentioned 
in Section 4, MSSN are established with N = 1000 nodes. The initial 
disturbance is added onto 20% nodes with the largest degree. We 
evaluate the robustness of two types of networks (ER-ER and ER-BA) 
with different coupling modes (RL, DL and AL) under a targeted 
attack, as shown in Fig. 12, and reach the following conclusions:  

o MLDBS and GPBS improve MSSN robustness (see Fig. 12 (a)-(f)), but 
MRBS can barely maintain robustness (see Fig. 12 (c) (e) and (f)).  

o Compared with disassortative link, both ER-ER and ER-BA are more 
vulnerable with assortative link under targeted attack (see Fig. 12 (b) 
(c) (e) and (f)).  

o Targeted attacks make MSSN more vulnerable and less tolerant than 
random failure. the maximum difference could reach 55% in ER-ER 
network (see Fig. 13 (a)) and 42% in ER-BA network (see Fig. 13 (b)). 

5.5. Discussion 

According to the basic and detailed robustness definition of two- 
layer MSSN in section 2.2 and 3.2, some numerical examples are pro-
posed in section 5. The functionality is defined as the connectivity of 
networks, to provide maintenance services and maintain the operational 
status of equipment. The specified disturbances are mainly considered as 
maintenance requirement uncertainty, which may lead to a decline in 
collaboration among services, causing a disruption in partnerships and a 
loss of functions. The robustness performance can be evaluated by the 
current relative size of the giant component where the specific time 
period is set to be infinite. As shown in Fig. 8 (a), the ability is quantified 
and the robustness of original ER-ER network is nearly 0 when 40% 
nodes are in failure state, while it will be around 0.55 with the utiliza-
tion of the proposed greedy partnership building approach. 

Note that the consideration of functionality, disturbance and time 
period that provided in numerical examples is just a specific case. It does 

Fig. 11. Comparison of coupling strength of ER-ER/ER-BA MSSN with different coupling modes.  
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not mean that the robustness of two-layer MSSN can only be evaluated 
by these ways above. For various application scenarios of MSSNs, there 
may be more factors or larger weight given to existing factors. For 
example, the specified time period (affected by geographic factors be-
tween enterprises) will get more attention if MSSN is used in emergency 
rescue scenarios. It will affect the current strategies of partnership 
building approach, and the evaluation of ability will also be changed. 
One main contribution of this study is to provide a basic definition for 
two-layer MSSN robustness, and it also provides a guideline to relevant 
researchers when study the robustness of two-layer MSSN. 

6. Conclusion 

To maintain and improve the robustness of two-layer MSSN with 
inevitable disturbances, this study proposes a definition of the robust-
ness for two-layer MSSN, and develops a coupled model composed of a 
directed entity-layer and an undirected cyber-layer, which make a good 
distinction between the directed flow of maintenance resource entities 
and the undirected flow of information between enterprises. Abstracted 
as nodes in entity and cyber layer, the functions of enterprises in MSSN 
can be realized cooperatively, and the interactions between enterprises 
can be displayed by edges. According to the operation and capability of 
anti-risk for enterprises, the effect propagation models are proposed, 
and the robustness of two-layer MSSN can be evaluated. Then, it 

Fig. 12. Comparison of performance under targeted attacks.  
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proposes a novel greedy partnership building approach to find an 
optimal strategy to maintain the initial ability of MSSN from a holistic 
perspective. The proposed approach will build partnerships both in 
entity-layer and cyber-layer, which is more in line with the actual sit-
uation of MSSN, and it is to search an optimal result in the solution space 
rather than a fixed strategy. The effectiveness of approach is verified 
using numerical examples, which includes the following results:  

(1) ER-BA is a more vulnerable structure than ER-ER. BA network is 
not a homogeneous network, and a few nodes have numerous 
connections. This means that the fault zone can be enlarged in BA 
networks. 

(2) Partnership building strategies can mitigate the effect of propa-
gation of failure for MSSN. They provide guideline for new 
collaborative relationships. Specifically, MLDBS and GPBS can 
both maintain robustness regardless of the type of network and 
coupling mode, but the performance of MRBS is unstable. The 
partnership building strategies should be based on the degree of 
disturbance. If the network is extremely disturbed, GPBS is the 
best choice for managers. 

(3) Under targeted attacks, positive degree-degree correlation net-
works have the worst performance than negative and random 
degree–degree correlation networks. The nodes are positively 
coupled, so that failure nodes have maximum effects on the entire 
network. 

Our research provides a scientific way of enhancing the robustness of 
MSSN. By adjusting the degree of deviation of the coupling nodes be-
tween two-layer networks, the proposed partnership building strategy 
can mitigate the propagation of cascading failures. Furthermore, the 
results may provide guidance to search for new collaborative relation-
ships under disturbances. With the increasing complexity of mainte-
nance support service networks, follow-up studies can focus on multi- 
network coupling (especially for logistic networks, social networks, 
and energy networks), evaluation under disasters, time period and the 
resource game/allocation between partners. 
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